COVID-19 Testing

COVID-19 Surveillance Testing Today and Tomorrow
Our weekly COVID-19 pooled surveillance test will happen today, March 22, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Cordiner Hall. If you are assigned to be tested tomorrow, you will be contacted by email with details on how to get tested. We will not have any other surveillance testing available on March 22.

COVID-19 testing at Cordiner Hall for those in this week’s random sample surveillance testing.

If you receive a communication claiming that anyone can walk-in to a clinic due to unclaimed appointments, please call the Walla Walla County COVID Helpline (509-527-3939) to verify if it is true before you show up at a vaccine clinic unless you have verified your eligibility through the state process, which will make it more difficult to get everyone vaccinated.
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Questions of the Week

What are your current mood?

We’re midway through the semester, and this week we want to know: What’s happening today?
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Relational Leadership Model Workshop

Craft Your Future: Excel Formulas and Functions

Spring Break Day

Craft Your Future: Interview Prep With the Experts

Yoga & Birding